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Background
That paper documents the conceptual and algorithmic implementation of a flexible and extendable
platform for an Agent Based Model (ABM) related to structural change in agriculture. It aims at
allowing for simulation of large and complex farm populations, i.e. for a high number of farmers and
plots, while accounting for differentiation in multiple dimensions, such as the integration of different
land use classes and their interaction with farming, or depicting farmers differing in farm
specialization and in their bidding behavior in land rental markets. Equally, it includes a population of
dairies which compete against each other for milk delivery contracts made with dairy farmers.
Flexible means that modules can be switched on or off, used in different configuration or replaced by
alternative implementations. Extendable refers to an implementation strategy allowing easily adding
modules or improving existing one.
One aim of the approach is to allow generating the landscape (and the agents) using existing land use
maps respectively farm population statistics1, or alternatively using a randomly generated laboratory
set-up, where attributes are systematically changed. Drawing on experiences with exploitation tools
in large-scale modeling system (cf. Perez Dominguez et al. 2012), the framework is coupled to a
powerful set of tools to visualize and analyze simulated results. It is steered by a Graphical User
Interface to allow for simulations without the need to re-program code.
The use of Agent Base Models (ABMs) to simulate structural change in agriculture, both to increase
analytic understanding as well as to perform policy impact analysis, is well established in literature
(cf. Happe et al. 2006, Lobianco et al. 2010 or Schreinermachers et al.2011). A core element of these
ABMs is the spatially explicit simulation of land markets. Thus, as for other ABMs found in literature,
the ABM platform described in here therefore comprises a cellular component which represents land
use pixels in a landscape and an agent-based component depicting human land use decisions (Parker
et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2007). The focus of the implementation is however on the agent-based
component and not on land-use modeling.
ABM based analysis of structural change in the computer lab can be understood as a complement to
econometric, data driven analysis (e.g. Zimmerman and Heckelei 2012) which is challenged by the
highly complex dynamic processes underlying structural change. These processes are characterized
by simultaneous changes of drivers - such as agricultural policy instruments, input and output prices,
technical progress or off-farm labor opportunities - and complex feedback loops between these
drivers and the processes underlying structural change. Market feedback provides a typical example:
structural change changes marginal cost curves of the farming population which consequently impact
prices, e.g. in markets for plots, delivery contracts or disposal rights of animal manure. Further
examples of such feedbacks provide the link between farm structural change and embodied technical
progress or the interaction of farm and regional specialization and related economies of scope.
Furthermore, individual decisions underlying the processes summarized as structural change have
typically a medium to long term character, such as investments or farm exit decisions, and thus
reflect expectations about future developments. Once expectation building is taken into account, the
difference between endogenous and exogenous variables is blurred. Combined with the multitude of
potentially relevant factors and non-linear relations, that renders it far from easy to econometrically
falsify or support hypotheses related to structural change.
Whereas the real world of structural change is thus one of complex simultaneous changes, computer
experiments provide a laboratory of completely controlled environments such that insulated effects
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can be tested. The use of ABMs is therefore an inviting methodological complement to econometric
analysis.
This documentation describes an advanced prototype of a platform for ABM modeling dealing with
structural change in agriculture. It aims at providing a flexible and extendable laboratory to
experiment with different environments for the agents and with different behavioral and further
assumptions with the regard to the agents themselves. The documentation is organized as follows.
Firstly, the basic set-up of the ABM is presented, before its individual components are discussed in
more detail. Finally, some details on the software implementation and the Graphical User Interface
are presented.

Basic set-up
There exist manifold examples for ABMs used in agricultural economics (cf. An 2012). ABMs often
integrate Mathematical Programming (MP) to depict economic decisions of farmers (e.g. Berger
2001, Happe et al. 2006). The ABM presented in here does not include MP directly, but rather uses a
dual profit function derived from simulations with a highly detailed MP model to describe economic
returns to factors such as land or milk delivery rights. The profit function itself could be estimated
alternatively from real-world observations.
Using a dual profit function has the advantage of overcoming computational restriction of existing
ABMs. To given an example, Berger 2001 describes an application of an ABM to a region in Chile with
about 5000 farmers which comprises MP models. Solving that ABM over a range of years and
deriving the bids of the farmers for the land allocation algorithm requires solving 1.4 Mio MP models.
Accordingly, these MP models must be comparatively small; Berger reports a size of 120 x 240. The
bidding algorithm for plots implemented in here and described below calculates quite often marginal
returns to land by the potential bidders, taking into account plot attributes such as size or suitability
for arable farming, possibly several 10 Mio times for a single year. A set-up where the MP is directly
included would require each time solving the MP to compute dual values to land, which is clearly not
advisable.
Certainly, increase in computational power and use of parallel processing (e.g. Britz 2010) would
allow today the direct implementation of more complex MPs in such a framework. But single farm
models which depict in realistic detail farm management and investment options can be quite large.
To give an example: the fully dynamic MP model used by Lengers and Britz (2012) to derive marginal
abatement costs of dairy farming has several ten thousands equations and variables, of which several
hundredths are binary or integer variables, and takes quite long to solve, even with modern MIP
algorithm using several processors in parallel. Equally, large-scale MPs are typically implemented in
specialized Algebraic Modelling Languages (Kallrath and Britz 2012), whereas object oriented
programming languages are typically used for ABMs, often in combination with specific libraries.
Thus, it seems interesting to develop a framework where decision taking of farmers is derived from
duality based functions (besides other options to determine bidding behavior, see below) which
summarize the behavior of a complex MP. That allows speeding up considerably the ABM, such that
populations with a large number of agents can be analyzed. Equally, it opens up the chance for largescale sensitivity analysis, while allowing for a more independent development of the MP and the
ABM.
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Graphic 1 below gives an overview on the overall framework1. The left hand side depicts the
estimation of the profit functions, differentiated by farm type, which steer the economic behavior of
farmers in the ABM. The current prototype differentiates between arable and dairy farming. Using
price and farm structural statistics, we define a set of computer experiments based on Design of
Experiments (DOE) for each farm type which covers the full range of all variables of interest (cf.
Lengers et al. 2014). Each element in the set of experiments serves then as input for a simulation run
with a highly detailed MP. The results from these runs provide the observations for the estimation of
the dual profit function for each farm type. The parameter and structural form of these functions are
incorporated in the ABM and allow depicting maximal profits, optimal netput quantities and marginal
returns to factors at expected prices and given or planned endowments for each farmer which can
then be used in the different modules of the ABM.

Price statistics

Population
statistics

DOE
(farm and market)

Land use and
land cover maps

DOE
(farm)

ABM
MP

LUCC module
Farm exit module

Profit function
estimation
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Graphic: Overview on framework
As for other ABMs dealing with structural change found in literature, the platform solves the ABM
recursively over distinct time steps of one year. That process is shown on the right hand side of the
graphic. In each year, the world in which the agents live can be updated. Currently, a simple land use
change algorithm is implemented which simulates transitions from agricultural to urbanized land
cover in the landscape. Equally, economic drivers such as input and outputs price might change. The
platform also comprises a module which determines the probability for each farmer to exit farming.
Equally, in each year, famers participate in an auction for those plots for which the rental contract
ends or which are owned or rented by farmers which exited that year. And finally, in each year, milk

1

A full documentation provide Britz 2013c and Britz 2013d (ODD+D protocol) and Britz 2013e for the
underlying Java code.
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delivery contracts ending that year are auctioned between dairies and dairy farmers. These
processes are repeated until the end of the simulation horizon is reached.
Generally, the ABM in its current format is thought as an extendable platform where components
can be switched on or off, or their parameterization or structure changed in order to perform
controlled experiment. The basic classes in the current set-up are:
Farmer

Owns and might rent a number of plots, is situated a certain location, put bids
for plots in the rental market, might be active or inactive (only rents out), has
a specific profit function and specific bidding behavior, has a specific age.
Dairy
Has a certain maximal milk processing quantity, is situated at a certain
location, put bids for milk delivery contracts
Land use pixel
Characterized by size (width and height) and location, current land use,
owner, when rented: renter, year where rent contract ends and current rent
paid. Additionally, in location where the probability of agricultural land use is
high, further attributes are available such as altitude, slope, soil parameters
and details on agricultural land use
Landscape
A rectangular raster grid which hosts the land use pixels (settlements, forests,
farmsteads and farmed) plots, hosts algorithm to populate itself by either
allocating randomly pixels to different land use types and owners, or by
loading existing land use cover maps
Settlement
A collection of plots which represents artificial land cover characterized as not
industrial
Industry
A collection of plots which represents artificial land cover characterized as
industrial, including airports and port areas
Forest
A collection of plots which represents forest land cover
OtherLandUse
A collection of plots which represents water bodies, natural vegetation and
other type of land use not falling in the other categories
Auction
A generic implementation of an auction mechanism
PlotAuction
An implementation of Auction for agricultural plots
MilkDeliveryAuction An implementation of Auction for milk delivery contracts
StructChange
Determines if a farmer becomes inactive in current year
LandUseChange
Determines changes in urbanized land cover which might reduce total
available agicultural land
StructChangeABM
Overall driver: let landscape initialize the landscape and run the simulations
over a range of years by letting plotAuction and StructChange work
ABMGui
User interface, comprises the controls which allow to define properties for
the different classes, start simulation and exploit results

Generating the landscape
The landscape is a based on a raster presentation and consists of pixels with a size of 1 ha which can
be used (1) to host a farmstead, (2) as farmed land, differentiated by arable and grass land,
(3) different types of urbanized land cover including dairies, (4) for forestry or (5) comprise other
type of land use such as water bodies. The landscape, based on the distribution of these land use
classes, impacts the behavior of the farmers in different ways. Firstly, it determines distances to
neighboring farmers and plots in the rental markets, while also influencing farming possibilities, e.g.
depending on soil and other properties. Secondly, the landscape impacts the possibility to work in
the industrial sector. And thirdly, land use cover change emanating from artificial land cover might
reduce the available farmed land. And lastly, the structure of the landscape determines distances to
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dairies which, depending on their production capacity and price setting behavior, influence access of
farmers to milk delivery contracts and the milk price received.
Thus, the landscape can be understood as a spatially explicit representation of land cover and use, as
well as of property rights to farmed plots. As stated above, each plot is characterized by its location,
length and width. The framework supports two different ways to set-up the landscape: (1) use of
land cover data, and (2) random generation. The land use cover data used are a combination of
CORINE (‘coordination of information on the environment', European Topic Centre on Terrestrial
Environment, 2000) with a 100m x 100m resolution and the data set of Leip et al. 2008. The latter
data provide spatially downscaled details on land use and agricultural statistics to 1x1 km pixel
clusters, as well as comprising other data of interest such as climate and soil data, elevation or slope.
The CORINE data are available for all EU27 Member States and can be clipped to input regions for the
ABM platform with a GIS program. The data set by Leip et al. 2008 is readily usable for all Member
States without further pre-processing for EU 25.
The algorithm which generates the landscape populates the agricultural part of the landscape with
rectangular plots between 1 and up to 25 pixels; the maximal size can be chosen. For all other types
of land cover, plot size does not matter for the algorithms used and a raster based representation of
dominant land cover per pixel is chosen. Farmsteads are hence also assumed to occupy exactly one
pixel. Plot locations and sizes and as well as locations of farmsteads do not change during a
simulation. However, existing farmsteads might no longer be linked to farmed land, but occupied by
an agent who exited farming and then only rents out agricultural land.
Randomly generated landscapes are based on chosen landscape attributes such as the share of basic
land cover types or the distribution of sizes for settlements or forests. The map on the left hand side
of the figure below graphically depicts such a randomly generated landscape, consisting of about
330.000 pixels of which about 100.000 are farmed plots, allocated to about 4500 farmers. By
generating different landscapes, the effect of landscape features on structural change can be
analyzed (e.g. to what extend work opportunities and commuting time impact farm survival).
The right hand side shows an example from a landscape based on existing land cover data. The red
pixels depict urbanized cover, green ones forest cover and blue stands for other land cover.
Agricultural plots are drawn in different colors; the white pixels indicate open plots in the rental
markets.
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Figure: Generated plots; left hand side: randomly generated and, right: from land cover maps for
NUTS2 region DEA20 (Regierungsbezirk Köln)

Plot generation and allocation
In order to generate the landscape, the random based algorithm first draws locations and sizes for
settlements and forests in the landscape. If an existing land cover maps is used, the location and size
for these land cover types recover the given map.
Afterwards, the algorithm allocates randomly the farmsteads for the chosen number of farmers on
pixels not occupied by non-agricultural land use. That order allows defining e.g. which share of the
farm steads are close to villages. The allocation reflects the share of grass and arable lands of the
farms based on the following algorithm. For each allocated farmstead, the share of grassland of the
plots up 2.5 km from the farmstead is determined and the resulting list is sorted. A similar sorted list
is produced for the stratified random sample of the farms, based on the endowment of grass and
arable land. Assignment of farmstead locations to farms is then based on the order of the two lists,
such that farms with a desired high grass land share are allocated to a point in the landscape with a
high share of grass land.
If the landscape is randomly generated, its size is determined from the number of farmers and the
average farm size, augmented to account for the chosen share of urbanized and forest land cover.
Once the farmsteads are allocated, the algorithm generates the agricultural plots. For each plot, a
size is drawn randomly up to a chosen maximal plot size. The minimal size is always 1 pixel (=1 ha) to
ensure that the landscape can be filled completely with plots. Sizes which lead to non-rectangular
plots are rejected. That newly generated plot is then allocated to an empty location on the
landscape. That might fail if no large enough spot is anywhere available in the landscape in which
case that type of plot – characterized by plot width and height - is excluded from further searches.
The algorithm is thus prone to generate a higher share of smaller plots than desired. To countervail
that effect at least partially, the random generator is set up to deliver with a higher probably larger
plot sizes. The algorithm continues to allocate plots until all pixels are filled which are not occupied
by farmsteads or non-agricultural land cover. That algorithm, while being relatively simple, is fast
enough also for larger landscape configurations. The landscapes shown above were generated in less
than a minute.
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Farm population and allocation to plots
The computer experiments to estimate the dual profit function based on simulations with the MP
draw on population statistics. The so-called Farm Structure Survey, a EU wide harmonized census of
farms above pre-defined thresholds, provides data on some core structural data (managed hectares,
working units, livestock units) for each NUTS1/2 region for the EU plus some details on the farm
program (acreages of individual crops, detailed herd sizes). The same input is also used to draw a
population of farmers for the simulation with the ABM. Specifically, the mean farm sizes in hectare
and given shares of the different farm types allow defining, from a given area of agricultural land
cover in the starting point, the number of farms for each farm type. Based on that information, a
Latin Hypercube sampling approach which recognizes factor correlation delivers a stratified random
sample of farms for each farm type. For dairy farms, farms are currently characterized by starting
herd size and the endowment with family labor, grass and arable land owned. Arable farms differ by
available family labor and arable land owned.
When plots are allocated to farms, plot ownership is based on the distance to the nearest farm stead,
modified by a chosen disturbance, until the desired acreage of the farm is reached. Even if the
disturbance term is zero, the allocation algorithm leads already to some fragmentation of the
landscape as farms might not attract larger plot next to their farmstead if adding such a plot would
exceed the desired farm size. During plot allocation, grass land pixels are only allocated to dairy
farms. In order to generate a starting set of rented plots, the algorithm removes farms from the
population until the plots of these existed farms sum up to a pre-defined desired acreage of rented
plots. The UML diagram below depicts the implementation.
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Graphic: UML presentation of the Landscape

Dairies
Currently, only a test implementation of dairies is implemented: four dairies are positioned in the
center of the four quadrants of the landscape. The total processing quantity of each dairy is equal to
the total milk produced in the start year – calculated based on simulations with the dairy farms divided by the number of dairies. That should allow all farmers to receive a delivery contract.
Dairies offer delivery contract of different size (between 100.000 and 1.000.000 kg a year), where
larger quantities receive larger prices (see below). The dairies are assumed to differ in production
costs and/or their price setting behavior, currently only reflected in the parameter pDiff which is
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between -0.5 and +0.5:
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if ( q >= 1.E6d )
price
else if ( q
price
else if ( q
price
else
price

= 34 + pDiff;
>= 6.E5)
= 32 + pDiff;
>= 3.E5)
= 30 + pDiff;
= 28 + pDiff;

That rather simple representation is only introduced to test the milk delivery contract auction and
the behavior of the estimated profit function. At a later stage, a more complex presentation of
dairies is planned, which could include (1) different price setting tactics and (2) a functional relation
between the maximal processing quantity, the current processing quantity and the price offered to
farmers.

Structural change algorithm
The structural change determines in each year the probability for each farmer to exit farming. That
probability is in the prototype calculated from two elements:
1. The relation between the farmer’s current yearly profit  f in relation to the maximum of
quantile
(1) a pre-determined quantile of the profits in the farms population  pop , and (2) the

expected yearly net wage in the industrial sector minus commuting costs.
2. plus a normally distributed random number which accounts for not controlled for factors
impacting exit decisions.
By settings parameters to zero, the effect of the different elements can be switched off.
Algebraically, the probability can be expressed as:

pf   f

 min 

exo



quantile
,  pop
  N  , 2 

If the resulting probability exceeds 50%, the farmer will stay active in the next year. Otherwise, his
current renting contracts will end, while the land owned by him (with the exemption of the farm
stead) will be rented out. Equally, any renting contracts by him will end.
The expected yearly net wage of the farm in the industrial sector is determined from land cover data
and the farmer’s age. Firstly, the share of the industrial land cover indShare in a search radius around
the farm stead is determined. That search radius is equal to the maximal commuting distance a
farmer is willing to accept. Thus, in rural regions with little urbanized cover characterized as nonresidential, off-farm working opportunities are small. The square root of the share of industrial land
cover - multiplied with a factor find which could be understood as expressing the relation between
industrial land cover and open positions -, and corrected for a term depending on the farmer’s age,
expresses the probability to find work in the industrial sector. The expected wage is then determined
from the wage in the industrial sector wage and the probability shown in the bracket:



E[wage]  wage find indShare  f age  agecur  agemin 
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Expected commuting costs CommCost are defined from the share of industrial land cover indShare
times the maximal commuting distance maxCommDistance – which is used to define the share – and
the commuting costs per km commCostPerKm:

E commCost   indShare maxCommDistance commCostPerKm
The exogenous alternative “profit”  exo from working off farm is then defined as:

 exo  E  wage  E commCost 
The algorithm needs to be extended to determine the chance for a farmer reaching retirement age
to find a successor. It is parallelized to speed up processing, implementation details are shown in the
UML diagram below.
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Graphic: UML presentation of the structural change algorithm

Land use change
The land use change algorithm in the prototype is rather simple, while based on the general layout of
cellular automaton based land use cover change modeling (cf. Verburg et al. 2004). In each year, an
exogenous growth rate determines by how much the total urbanized area in the overall region
should increase. The algorithm then determines which pixels will change their land cover depending
on their computed cover change transition probability. The algorithm currently assumes that forest is
protected, a reasonable assumption at least for Germany, and that other land cover – representing
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e.g. water bodies – is fixed. That leaves farmed land as the only buffer for extension of urbanized
land cover.
The transition probability p of a pixel to switch from agricultural to urbanized cover is currently
determined from the share of agricultural and urbanized pixels in its neighborhood. A high share of
urbanized pixels increases the probability, which captures the effect that urbanized land cover
spreads typically out from existing settlements. On the other hand, lower shares of agricultural land
cover depress the probability, assuming that if the urbanized share is already quite high, nonurbanized landscape elements will tend to be protected by zoning laws. Let nUrbPixels,
nFarmedPixels and nTotPixels denote the number of urbanized, agricultural and total pixels in a
defined neighborhood distance from a given pixel; the transition probability p is then determined by
the following expression, where w is a weight which can be chosen by the user

p

nUrbPixels
w
nTotPixels

nFarmedPixels
nTotPixels

The algorithm can be easily refined and extended, and is in its current format introduced mostly for
testing purposes of the overall framework. It can also be completely switched off.
Currently, the algorithm determines the most probable cells for the whole landscape. The GIS
processing of the land cover data and the randomly generated landscapes group the cells to
settlements. That could allow refining the algorithm such as to let all the settlements (at least
beyond a certain threshold size) grow by a desired percentage. Equally, further plot attributes such
as its slope could be taken into account. The algorithm is parallelized to speed up processing.

Auction algorithm
The auction algorithm described in the following is a generic implementation which is applied for
both rental markets and for milk delivery contracts. It could be in later extensions used additionally
e.g. to auction manure disposal right, animal feedstock or feedstocks for biogas plants.
Different types of auctions have been in used in ABMs related to agriculture, mostly dealing with
agricultural land rental markets. Balman and Happe 2001 let each farmer bid only to the nearest free
plot, and the price is determined by the highest bid, a rule which is still found in the improved model
by Kellermann et al. 2007. Afterwards, all bidders to that plot put bids on the next free plot they are
interested in, until all free plots are auctioned or no positive bid is found. Berger 2001 describes an
alternative algorithm where parcels are shifted between farms when the shadow price for a parcel
falls below sector average. Such parcels are moved to the agent with the highest return to land.
The auction algorithm implemented in here is set up as generic as possible such that it can be used
for different type of goods, and not only for plots. The algorithm works on individual instances of a
good, i.e. it does not assume homogeneity. Each good can thus be differentiated by attributes
beyond the ask and bid prices by different agents. A typical example for such attributes provides the
location and size of a plot in a rental market auction.
Before the auction starts, the auction manager first informs all potential buyers that the auction start
and next all potential sellers to return their set of asks. In case of the rental markets, that would be
offers by each farmer to rent out specific plots at specific prices. Afterwards, all potential buyers are
14

allowed to put a bid on each single offer. The auction is not necessarily anonymous in the sense that
depending on how the instances are defined, the buyers might know the potential seller.
In an additional round, the auction manager asks all buyers for potential bids. In the case of a rental
market auction, that would make limited sense, as farmers interested to rent would express bids for
plots not open for rent. But in other application of the auction algorithm, buyers might open an
auction by putting bids for delivery contracts. All potential sellers are then invited to place an ask
offer for each bid put by a potential buyer.
After that round, the auction manager has collected a list of instances for the type of good in the
auction, and for each instance, a list of bids and asks. The auction manager next starts the auction. As
other auctioning algorithms, the auction algorithm used in here allocates each good always to the
highest bidder2. However, it has different modes to determine the order in which the instances are
auctioned:
1. Contracts for the instances with the largest surplus are made first.
2. Contracts for the instances with the lowest surplus are made first.
3. The order of contracts is determined randomly.
If identical surpluses are found and the order is not random, the price is used for ordering. If even
prices are identical, the class for the good might define a second criterion, such as the delivered
quantity, which is then additionally used to define the order.
The instance chosen is then sold by the seller with the lowest ask to the bidder which made the
highest bid. There are three different ways to determine the price paid by the winning bidder:
1. Vickery auction: the second best bid determines the rent. That typically means that the
surplus goes to a large extent to the seller.
2. Fixed distribution of surplus: the surplus is distributed based on a fixed distribution
parameter. If that parameter is equal to one, the full surplus goes to the seller, i.e. the price
is equal to the highest bid. With a zero distribution parameter, the buyer instead pays the
smallest possible price, i.e. the ask price. The parameter thus allows any distribution of the
surplus between the two extremes.
3. Distribution according to pressure: in that case, the relation between the number of
potential buyers and sellers is used via sigmoid function to determine the distribution. If their
number is equal, the surplus is spread equally between the buyer and the seller. If the
number of buyers is large compared to the seller, the highest price will be used and the
surplus goes to the seller. If the number of sellers is large compared to the buyers, the
surplus goes to the buyer who will pay the ask price. An implementation of the auction might
overwrite the method defining the pressure to e.g. take also traded quantities into account.
Once the deal is struck, both the seller and buyer withdraw all asks respectively bids for all instances
of the type of good in the auction and place new ones. That ensures e.g. for a plot auction that the
farmer’s WTP for additional plots reflect its increased farm size after a successful bid for a free plot.

2

An exemption provide Adensam et al. 2007 which select randomly renters in a 10 km distance around a plot
which is open for renting.
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The different options to implement auctions allow assessing how sensitive simulated results react to
the details of the bidding algorithm. That seems important as the reality of markets for
heterogeneous products in a spatial setting is probably not well depicted by a well defined auction
process.

Graphic: UML presentation of the Auction mechanism

Plot auction
The plot auction implements the general framework explained above. Currently, the auction module
works with rental contract of 10 years. Kellerman et al. 2007 also support rental contracts which can
be terminated by the renter each year, which seems however less relevant in a German setting.
Auction initialization
Before the auction starts, the algorithms determines first the set of plots where the contract ends in
the current year, which includes plots rented or owned by farmers leaving the population at the
beginning of the current year.
16

The order of the bids and the rents paid are determined according to the rules mentioned above and
thus depend on the scenario.
Bid determination
As explained above, in order to speed up the algorithm, the usual solution of a Mixed Integer
Program for each farmer to determine the marginal value of land is replaced by a statistically
estimated meta-model from a systematic experiments with a highly complex single farm model.
The ABM supports three different bidding types for plots:
(1) Bidding according to marginal return to lands, which represents rational economic behavior
if the bid is not further modified. The first derivative of the profit function towards the land
endowment delivers the maximum willingness to pay.
(2) Bidding according to average returns to land, which could be understood as an economically
motivated bidding behavior, but not being aligned with full rationality.
(3) A bounded rationality based bidding behavior which tries to “grab” land in the rental market
by bidding the average rent of contracts in the neighborhood independent of marginal (or
average) return to land by the bidder itself.
In all three cases, agents can add or decrease the resulting bid by a pre-defined percentage, such that
even a bid based on (1) might deviate from profit maximal behavior. By changing the shares of the
different bidders in the populations, the impact of bidding behavior on structural change can be
analyzed.
The bid for a specific plot by a farmer depends on three elements:
(1) Its base bid, determined according to the different bidding types above.
(2) That base bid is reduced by the distance between the farm stead and the plot’s gravity center
times a reduction parameter in Euro per distance unit, divided by the size of the plot. The
division accounts for the fact that driving costs for farm operations per ha depend on the plot’s
size.
(3) The resulting value is increased by a markup for plots larger one ha, depending on the size of
plots, such that smaller plots receive smaller rents. That markup reflect other cost saving related
to plot size.
The resulting bid is guaranteed to not exceed the base bid. The reader should note that even if
farmers bid according to marginal returns to land, that might not prevent them from putting
unfortunate bids: as rental contracts are binding for ten years, consecutive changes in prices or nonrenewed rental contracts might change marginal returns for already existing rental contracts. It is
hence possible that marginal returns in later years are below the rent paid.
As grass and arable land are separate fixed inputs in the profit function, agents place different bids
on arable and grass land plots. The information which plots are currently used as permanent grass
lands stems from the data set by Leip et al. 2008.

Milk delivery contract auction
The plot auction implements the general framework explained above. Currently, the auction module
works with yearly contracts.
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Dairies offer contracts where the price depends on the delivered quantity. Currently, the prices dairy
offer is determined randomly, drawing from a plausible range of raw milk prices. Dairy farmers will
put a bid on all contracts where their profit maximal netput quantity of milk at the price offered by
the dairy, minus existing delivery contracts, is large enough to fulfill the contract. The will then ask
for a contract which ensure that their full milk quantity is sold, i.e. a quantity larger than originally
offered by the dairy. That implies at the surplus for each good is equal to zero, i.e. contracts with the
highest prices are auctioned first. As the prices increases in delivered quantity, that guarantees that
each farmer only receives one contract over its full yearly production which is delivered to one dairy.
As mentioned above, the implementation of the dairies is currently very basic and only a first step to
test the framework. The same holds accordingly for the milk delivery contract auction. A possible
extension could allow the dairy to introduce a price reduction parameter depending on the distance
to the farmer (or not). By doing so, a dairy might reduce its collection costs by rendering it
unattractive for distant farmers to deliver milk. However, a dairy wanting to expand might need to
attract new farmers by offering a better price as a competing dairy, even if the competitor is closer to
the farmer. Take could lead to tactic where prices are not differentiated by distance (or even more
distant farmers receive a higher price).

Profit function estimation
Concept and approach
A central attribute of the proposed ABM is the application of a dual profit function instead of a MP
model to derive decisions of farmers. Using a duality based concept does not prevent using decision
rules in the models which deviate from fully rational behavior. The reader is reminded that the
bidding behavior for plots can be derived both from marginal and average costs, and that these
values can be further modified with rules. Using a dual profit function replaces time consuming
solves with a MP model and thus relaxes computational restrictions with regard to the number of
agents to be considered and the complexity of the underlying MP model. Similar to MP, the duality
based approach provides a clear behavioral benchmark against which the outcome of alternative
behavioral assumptions can be compared.
The profit function could be either estimated from real-world farm observations or from simulation
results of an appropriate single farm model. In here, we describe the second approach which is
currently used, building on Lengers et al. 2014. The approach is graphically depicted below. In a first
step, relevant ranges of factors describing the farming population and their environment to be
analyzed are defined, such as initial endowments, input and output prices or investment possibilities
open to farmers. Based on Design of Experiments, a sample of experiments is constructed which
covers the distributions of these factors. Next, a highly detailed Mixed Integer (MIP) fully dynamic
single farm model (FARMDYN, see Lengers and Britz 2012) is solved for each experiment. The model
is rather complex (for details see the detailed model documentation, Britz et al. 2013) with features
such as accounting for monthly work restrictions, available field working days depending on the soil
type, explicit investment decisions in stables and a larger set of agricultural machinery, cow herds
differentiated by milk yield or a detailed feeding module which differentiates cow requirements by
lactation period. Investment and off-farm labor use decisions are implemented as integer variables.
Based on a modular character, further detail can be used on demand, e.g. step-wise yield functions
for arable crops or different tillage options (Remble et al. 2013).
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Simulations with the models deliver in our case results with regard to profits and netput quantities,
depending on the explanatory factors (farm endowment, netput prices). Each experiment serves
then as a observation in the estimation of the statistical meta model, which is in our case is a dual
profit function.

Figure: Meta Modelling approach, modified from Lengers et al. 2014
The profit function is implemented as a symmetric normalized quadratic (SNQ) profit function,
estimated in R 3.02 with the micEconSNPQ package developed by A. Henningsen. That estimator also
comprises a bootstrap based approach to ensure the correct curvature of the Hessian. The disadvantage of the SNQ functional form is that is does not exclude negative output quantities, which
however can however be simply avoided with a max operator in here.
The functional form is shown below:

It deviates slightly from the original McFadden approach with regard to the interaction terms
between factors (last term), where individual prices are introduced and not only the price index,
which increases the flexibility of the functional form further.
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For the tests, simulations we run for dairy farms and arable farms, and separate profit functions for
these two farm types were estimated. For dairy farms, number cows, cows per Aks, and arable and
grass lands per cow were varied as shown below3 as well as prices for output (milk, cash crops, wage
rates) and inputs (concentrates). For arable farm, available land and ha per AK were varied as well as
crop output prices. The construction year of the stables respectively the age of farm machinery used
in the runs with the MP implies that farms have to re-invest to keep the farm active.
The factor ranges are currently not yet taken from structural statistics, they just served as a general
test of the approach. Preliminary results are presented below.

There are however still methodological issues to be further explored which relate firstly to the nondifferentiable character of the technology in the MIP with its binary and integer decision variables.
Secondly, one might differentiate the profit function by the planning horizon to differentiate
between short term decisions, e.g. with regard milk delivery quantities in the current year, more
medium ones, e.g. with regard to rental contract, and long term one related to farm survival.
Conceptually, any computationally efficient algorithm from data mining (cf. Witten et al. 2011) could
be applied to determine profits and marginal returns to factors given a set of observations. The profit
function approach however guarantees the regularity conditions from micro-economics which are
also underlying the data generation process, i.e. optimizing farm profits under a (partially nondifferentiable) Leontief technology. It might hence avoid undesirable reactions which cannot be
easily excluded with alternative estimators such as decreasing the demand for delivery rights as
response to an increase in the milk price.
The paper by Lengers et al. 2014 also offers core farm population attributes for the NordrhineWestfalia, such as dairy herd size, milk yields, farm labour and acreages. Alternatively, farm structural
statistics (available from Eurostat,
3

The single farm model uses the same interface package as the ABM.
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http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=ef_kvaareg&lang=de) can be used. They
report by ha size class and NUTS2 region: the number of farms, livestock units, revenues and labor
units. Alternatively, the same items are available by farm specialization.
Conceptually, group of farmers (farmers specialized on arable cropping, dairy farmer) thus share the
same structure (netputs, fixed factors) and related parameters of the profit function
(SNQProfitFunctionBody), but each farmer implements one instance of SNQProfitFunction which
stores his current endowments of fixed factors and the currently expected prices. That instance is
then used to determine his (expected) profit and can also provide a base for bids for lands, and in
case of dairy farmers, for milk delivery contracts. The conceptual implementation of the profit
function in the ABM is shown below.

Graphic: UML presentation of the profit function implementation

Preliminary results for dairy farms
The netput were grouped into returns from the dairy branch (“milk”, concentrates (“concCattle”), off
farm labour (“offFarmQ”) and return from cash crops (“cropQ”). Returns are defined as revenues
from sales minus production costs (with the exemption of concentrates), reflecting partially the LP
(Leontief) character of the model. These quantities are means over the long term planning horizon
2010-2040.
R² values for netput quantities and farm profits found in preliminary applications are satisfactory
high which suggests that a duality based meta-model might indeed be able to capture core
information comprised in a highly complex Mathematical Programming.
R-squared values of the netput equations:
milk concCattle
cropQ
offFarmQ
0.8145491 0.4753900 0.8650785 0.8273582

profit
0.9375795

The resulting long-run elasticities at the mean of the sample are in a plausible range:
milkPrice concCattleP
cropP
offFarmP
milk
0.5064354 -0.2760928 -0.03023444 -0.2001081
concCattle 2.4138690 -1.5691362 0.21660923 -1.0613421
cropQ
-0.2436617 -0.1996658 0.56918489 -0.1258574
offFarmQ
-1.0827147
0.6568195 -0.08449729 0.5103924
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Returns to factors at the mean are shown below.
aks
nCows
arab
gras
1 33684.15 194.1877 974.2314 367.9081

Preliminary results for arable farms
For arable farms, only total crop production and off farm work are considered as netput. The Rsquared are similarly satisfactory:
R-squared values of the netput equations:
cropQ offFarmQ
profit
0.8510614 0.8574920 0.9690279

The long-run elasticities are shown below. When comparing to the results for dairy, one should
however take into account that in the estimation, no key input such as concentrates in the case of
cattle is currently taking into account:
cropP
offFarmP
cropQ
0.2271273 -0.2271273
offFarmQ -0.9087164 0.9087164

The marginal return to an AK are basically identical, which is not astonishing given the fact that they
are largely determined by the opportunity costs of labor as the model allows for off-farm work.
Interesting is the large difference in returns to arable land between arable and dairy farms. A
possible reason is the fact that dairy farms with modest share of arable land can produce silage
maize fertilized with manure which can substitute to some degree expensive concentrates.
aks
arab
1 32739.98 104.9984

Software implementation
General considerations
For an agricultural economist, software design is only relevant with regard to efficiently support the
research process (cf. Britz 2008), and not a core scientific activity. The costs of learning a new
language or packages can be quite high, and the consequences of choosing a specific language
and/or certain package(s) are often hard to foresee. Therefore, for the implementation of the
framework discussed in here, pre-existing knowledge played a major role, specifically with regard to
the tools (graphical user interface builders, exploitation tools) developed over years for the CAPRI
modeling system (Britz 2013). It was therefore decided to implement the core of the ABM in newly
developed Java code which interacts with existing libraries used in CAPRI. That seemed specifically
important for the efficient re-use of the spatially explicit agricultural data from Leip et al. 2008.
Java as an object oriented language was chosen to ease the link between the conceptual design of
the ABM and its software implementation. Object orientation allows depicting the agents as entities
which are characterized by a set of attributes describing e.g. asset endowments and behavior, as well
as methods which depict their interactions with other objects such as farmed plots in a landscape.
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Classical procedural languages support a design model which is much more focused on the
algorithmic description of specific processes which often leads to less flexible implementations4.
Using an object oriented approach seems to be rather standard in the ABM community (cf. Laniak et
al. 2013 ). The German scientific community focusing on ABMs related to agriculture seems to mostly
rely on a software package dating back at least a decade, developed for Balman 2007 and
implemented in C++ and OSL from IBM as a MIP solver. That implementation was certainly state-ofthe-art for many years, but the wider ABM community in social sciences seems to rely today rather
on Java based libraries such as “repast” (North et al. 2006) 5. The widespread use of Java is probably
due to the fact that a vast collection of libraries is available for Java, including libraries distributed
with the language, its cross-platform portability including libraries for Graphical User Interfaces and
its flexible licensing approach. Additionally, Java has compared to e.g. C++ the advantage of being
relatively immune against the typically (possibly hard to debug) pointer errors in C derived languages.
However, compared to C(++) and some other languages, Java is considered slow and sometimes also
as memory incentives. Tests with the current Java implementation seem however to underline that
the framework is fast enough6.
The code implementation is targeted towards computational efficiency by using wherever possible
associative maps, and where sorting is required binary trees, drawing on the efficient algorithmic
implementation of the Java Collections package. Further on, parallel execution features introduced
with Java 1.7 and 1.8 are used for core classes.
The Java application interacts with an econometrically estimated dual profit function. The later will
be estimated from systematic sensitivity analysis with the highly detailed single farm model
developed by Lengers & Britz (2012), following the experiences from estimating a meta for marginal
abatement costs based on design of experiments (Lengers et al. 2013). For such a complex single
farm model, a Java implementation is not recommendable (cf. Britz and Kallrath 2012), not at least to
ensure that easy to use interfaces to performing Mixed Integer solvers are available. The MP is thus
implemented in the GAMS. As already mentioned above, the econometric estimation is performed in
R in combination with the gxrrw package from GAMS which allows I/O from GDX containers. That
ensures a fast and rather secure exchange of data between GAMS, R and Java (the later drawing on
GDX APIs from GAMS). R is also used from within Java to sample the farm population based on a
Latin Hypercube Sampling.
The java code including the R scripts as well as input data are stored in a software versioning system.
The following short sections described the current user interface of the platform.

4

The author has experience in both types of languages which probably provokes some “compromise” design.
Repast is also used by the ABM developed by Rasch xxx which works in the same team. For large-scale
applications, a repast implementation in C++ is also available.
6
Parts of the algorithm used can certainly further tuned for performance. Tests were run for landscape with
around 10.000 farmers and 30.000 plots, processing one year takes about 15 second.
5
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User interface

Figure 3: User interface
Overview
The user interface is fully aligned with the Graphical User Interface Generator developed for GAMS
based projects by Britz (Britz 2013a) which is e.g. also used for CAPRI (Britz 2013b). It consists of two
major components: (1) controls to steer the simulations (e.g. how many farmers and plots to
generate, details of the bidding algorithm etc.) and (2) an exploitation tool. The steering part let the
user set parameters of the different algorithms, e.g. for sensitivity analysis, without the need to
change the underlying Java code. The exploitation tools allow the user to inspect results as maps,
tables or graphics, for example, drawing graphs depicting the distribution of core attributes of the
farming population as shown in example in figure 4. In order to ease analyzing different model runs,
each run stores a large set of results (include individual values for each farm in each year) in a binary
file in the GAMS proprietary GDX format.
Landscape initialization from land cover data
In order to re-use the same landscape in different experiments, the landscape generation is a
separate step. With the first panel shown below, the user can define the file under which the land
cover and further attributes of the generated or loaded landscape are saved and determine the land
use cover data used.
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Figure: Landscape initialization from land cover data, general settings
The clip allows restricting the analysis to a rectangular sub-set of pixels of the rectangular area
comprised in the original CORINE file. That thus allows reducing the landscape size to speed up tests.
Farm population
The second panel let the user select key attributes of the farm population as seen below. Further
attributes of the farming following e.g. with regard to bidding behavior can be chosen separately for
each simulation.
The distribution of factors describing the farms such as endowment with arable and grass land, labor
or the starting herd size are stored along with parameters for the profit function in a file which can
be selected from the interface. That file is generated when the profit function is estimated.
The number of farmers is determined from the amount of farmed land according to the underlying
land cover map, the mean hectare endowment of the farm type and the chosen shares.

Random landscape initialization
Farm population
If the landscape is generated randomly, the number of farms multiplied with average farm size
determines the size of the overall landscape.

Figure: Options with regard to farming for landscape initialization
Settlements
Options with regards to settlement are found below. The dynamics of urbanized land cover can be
set differently for each simulation.
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The search radius determines the density of the settlement with regard to other land use.

Figure: Effect of relative search radius =1 and =3 on settlement density
The effect of the ellipsoid factor is shown below. At a factor of 1, circular shapes are generated,
higher factor generate (randomly) more ellipsoid villages as seen below.

Figure: Effect of choosing a higher ellipsoid factor on settlement generation
Forests
The options for forests are currently limited as seen below. There are only used with landscapes are
generated randomly.
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Figure: Options for generation of forests
Simulation
General steering options
A simulation uses a previously generated landscape which can be chosen by the drop down box
“Landscape initialization file”. That allows performing different experiments and sensitivity analysis
using the same starting point. The panel let the user also define the end year of the simulation (the
start year is currently assumed as 2010), and to switch the different modules on and off to allow for
separate testing. Equally, the user can define which profit function estimates to use.

Figure: General steering options
Land use change

Figure: Options to steer the behavior of the land use change module
The mechanisms of the algorithm are described above. Increasing the weight for the effect of a
decreasing share of agricultural land cover will lead to a more fragmented landscape, increasing the
search radius has the opposite effect.
Structural change module
Equally the interface allows selecting parameters for the structural change module, grouped in three
groups:
(1) Determination of industrial wage: the assumed average ware, maximal commuting distance and
the costs per km and year for commuting can be set. The last parameter determines the relation
between the square root share of industrial cover on total area in the commuting distance and the
probability to find work.
(2) Age distribution of farmers and impacts on exit decisions,
(3) Profit related parameters
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Figure: Options to steer the behavior of the structural change module on the user interface
Plot auction behavior
The parameters underlying the bidding behavior in the rental markets as discussed above can be set
by the user interface as seen below.

Figure: Options for bidding behavior on the user interface
Plot Auction

Milk delivery auction

Inspecting results
The interface offers two distinct ways to analyze results: run time results and result exploitation.
Run time results
First, during the simulation, a map is updated each year which shows the development of the land
cover.
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In parallel, some default information are printed by the module on the interface, an example is
shown below

The end of the simulation period, an overview on the landscape and the farming population is given
is shown below:

Result exploitation
The main way to analyze results consists in using pre-defined tables, comparing different runs. The
following figures show as an example the distribution of profits in the farm population for two
scenarios only differentiated by the bidding behavior: the red color shows the results if all famers bid
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according to marginal return, the blue if they bid based on average return. In both cases, the reduce
the bid by 20%

Figure: Example of a graph generated with the user interface to compare scenarios

Summary
The paper presents a flexible and extendable framework to implement Agent Based Models to
simulate in a spatially explicit way agricultural structural change also for larger regions. A major
difference to existing implementation is that the determination of a farmer’s bid is not based on a
solving explicitly a programming model in each iteration, but rather applying a function profit derived
from systematic simulations with such as programming model. The framework does allow loading
land use cover data and agricultural statistics and features a Graphical User Interface which eases
running simulations and analyzing the results.
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